What if we could strengthen the contribution
of values-based organisations?

What it’s all
about

Imagine the capacity of an organisation - or a
whole sector - where all shipmates aim for the
same direction, and as a team is determined to
reach the destination. But what if that’s not the
case and half of the crew doubts your
direction?
It's important to get the full picture of what
organisations are delivering on to find the best
way of utilizing their resources. Among all
different organisational resources there are,
will we focus on the one that makes the most
difference in the delivery; - us humans.
It takes courage and innovation to question
your habits and ways of working. And no
matter how innovative and brave you might
be, you can still run into unexpected
challenges when dealing with us humans.

Can we challenge the word efficiency?
What if we used the following definition
(instead of the dictionary one):
Utilize the strength and competence of the
whole organisation to help everyone make
their critical contribution in their best way.
By adopting a different approach to the
concept of efficiency and by adding keys to
create value, we firmly believe that you can
utilize the competence and strength of your
organisation even better than you do now.
And that’s what this paper is all about.
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Efficiency
doesn’t buzz

But the #hustleculture does. Why do delivery
count in hours and how does that affect your
organisational productivity? Now is the time
to talk about what’s beyond the timesheets.
What counts in the end is not the number of
resources you as an organisation has used but
what quality there is in your delivery.

There is a need to be smart about the way
you're hustlin’, otherwise, you will run out
of resources.
And by running out of resources we mean that
the resources no longer have their core in the
how (as in how we collaborate, communicate,
make decisions, solve conflicts, define success,
value failure and more). You will also run out of
drivers such as the spirit of team leadership,
automation, and productivity. With no
resources to deliver your mission, you will of
course not reach your destination as a team.
Ensure sustainable success by focusing on your
most important resources: us humans and how
we collectively define the mission.
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How this
makes your
future look
different

We strongly believe that leadership is all about
helping others develop within their area of
action or expertise. And by developing the
employees of your organisation, you will
actually develop the whole organisation. It’s a
double-win situation.
Spending less time in managing tasks and
people means more time in leading an
autonomous and innovative crew onboard your
ship.

What if you could utilize the full capacity
of your organisation and strengthen your
critical contribution?
Working with delegating leadership and a
constantly empowering organisation require
set core rules and control functions. How they
are implemented determines your success.
Organisations all around the world have
spent years and years on developing
structures for good governance and control.
Let’s use that as a basis, add jointly created
values to the structure and empowering
leadership culture in order to better utilize your
resources.
Can we use this concept in any type of
organisation? Yes, we believe so.
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How to start thinking like a corporate when
saving the world
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Leading examples

There are leading examples among corporates
that see an increase in productivity while
working less. Indeed, it's possible to break the
imaginary link between productivity and high
usage of resources.
The average worker is only productive for
around three hours a day. Keep that in mind
if your culture says: eight hours a day is the
minimum way.
What makes these corporates leading
examples is also how they approach the
concept of multi-tasking, which in many cases
is a real productivity-drainer. And as if draining
your productivity is not enough - starting over
again makes you lose an extra 20% of it.

There was a turtle, a rabbit, and a
clock-ticking tomato.
Running as fast as you can don’t mean that you
work your resources as much as you can. Stay
wise as a turtle and let yourself be inspired by
the state-of-the-art Pomodoro technique. Just
as these corporates do.
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How do you start
Do you have the basic control functions and governance processes in place? Are
they efficient and easy to work with, do they help create value and contribute to the
overall mission? Does your current culture and leadership actively contribute to
developing the crew and reaching set goals and mission?
As one can tell, there are many questions to be
asked when defining the starting blocks of your
journey. As we see it, there are four keys that are
crucial to your success: culture, structure,
empowerment and continuous learning loops.
Together these four keys form your navigation
map, which serves as guidance for strategic
management and prioritization on what
destinations to include in your journey.
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The process is all about co-creation
This is of course not a one-captain show. The more perspectives you bring into
the discussion, the more diverse it becomes. And that’s crucial for how accurate
the outcome(s) will be in the long run.
The world we live in is complex and continuously changing. It could be changed
behavior, economy or social priorities but also disruptions and the face of wicked
problems. The best way to stay alert and responsive is to proactively seek as many
perspectives as possible. Our suggestion?

Become a perspective hoarder. More is more.
Include perspectives from the ones that usually aren’t included. This will make you
add more value and credibility to your operations at the same time as you’re gaining
trust in your shipmates. In other words: co-creation is a credible way of building
your employee brand.
There are many ways of how to include the full capacity of your organisation in
strategic discussions, ranging from the classic delegation of leadership to focus
groups (or task force or -lab or whatever name you put on a group of dedicated
shipmates). These kinds of focus groups really deserve a better reputation though.
Lead them well and they’ll deliver essential insights and viewpoints that could be
vital for your operations forward.
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Conclusion
Us humans. Together we form organisations that make critical contributions to the
world. How these critical contributions are delivered varies a lot in terms of efficiency
though. Efficiency, as we’ve defined it, is all about using and optimizing the full
potential of your crew by inviting them to actively participate and co-create.
Coaching leadership builds innovative and autonomous shipmates that will help
your organisation deliver on its mission. Define your navigation map to make sure
you all aim for the same direction. Include the four keys forming the navigation map:
culture, structure, empowerment and loops, and you are close to the starting blocks
of an exciting journey.
Summing up this paper, if you’d just like to remember three things let it be this:

●

Efficiency is all about using the full potential

●

Co-creation is fundamental for utilizing the full potential

●

Define your navigation map and calibrate accordingly
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We're navigators helping others to define

and manage responsible future plans.

Ingrid Schuster & Malin Leth

Co-authors

"Strengthening your organisation's
governance and control is crucial for delivering
your critical contribution and managing your
organisational resources, as smart as possible.
We're experienced navigators working with
values-based organisations (VBO:s) from a
strategic management perspective globally.
If you'd like to discuss how these insights on
efficiency can apply to your organisation, reach
out to us - we'd love to talk.

Get in touch with Ingrid and Malin
hello@circulous.biz

Find us elsewhere
circulous. biz
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